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ABSTRACT

Research and experimentation using Arabic WordNet in the field of information retrieval are relatively new. It is limited compared to the research that has been done using Princeton WordNet. This work attempts to study the impact of Arabic WordNet on the performance of Arabic information retrieval. The authors extend Lucene with Arabic WordNet to expand user’s queries. The major contribution of this study is to propose an interactive query expansion (IQE) methodology using the word’s part-of-speech, according to the part it plays in a query. First, the user selects the appropriate part of speech for each term in the original query, and then they reselect the appropriate synonyms. Experimental results show that the IQE strategy produces a good Mean Average Precision (MAP), it is able to improve MAP by 12.6%, but no variant of automatic query expansion (AQE) strategies did. Nevertheless, the experiments allow the authors to conclude that an appropriate use of Arabic WordNet as a source of linguistic information for AQE can improve effectiveness for Arabic information retrieval.
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INTRODUCTION

The amount of electronic information is increasing, so Information Retrieval (IR) should provide the user with easy access to the information in which he is interested. The user should formulate his information need into a query, usually a set of keywords that summarizes the description of his information need. Given the user query, the key goal of an IR system is to locate information that is relevant to a user’s query (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).

When searching information, users use different terms to describe a similar concept or need. Vocabulary differences have created
difficulties for Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) for decades; this is called the vocabulary problem. One well-known method to solve this problem is the automatic query expansion (Voorhees, 1994); it aims to generate a new query called the expanded query that contains not only the terms of the user’s query but also the ones relevant to the query.

Cui et al. (2002) classified query expansion techniques into two main groups: global analysis and local analysis.

Through global methods, query expansion works independently from the initial query and the results returned from it. It is depending on find word relationships from all the documents in the corpus, however, they are relevant to the query or not. Or use external knowledge sources to select terms for expansion. For example, query expansion with a thesaurus or WordNet.

Unlike Global methods, Local methods use documents that are retrieved using the initial query. And expansion terms are selected from them, like relevance Feedback.

Although most of the research has focused on the use of English WordNet to improve the effectiveness in information retrieval, and other WordNet like EuroWordNet for several European languages. There have been a few of work and effort to improve effectiveness in Arabic information retrieval systems (Abderrahim, 2013; Brahmi, 2012). Research and experimentation using Arabic WordNet (AWN) in the field of information retrieval are relatively new, and limited compared to the research that has been done using English WordNet, which has been used in the field of information retrieval for a long while.

Our contribution is guided by the lack that we observed around the use of Arabic WordNet in the field of information retrieval. In this paper, we will focus on automatic/interactive query expansion for Arabic Information Retrieval; the expansion method proposed here is a global expansion technique based on Arabic WordNet. In this study, we propose to use the word’s part-of-speech tagging, according to the part it plays in a query. This tagging will allow the system to provide the user with an appropriate list of synonyms. So first, the user must select the adequate part of speech for each term in the original query, and then according to this choice he reselects the appropriate synonyms from a list of suggestions proposed by the system.

This paper is organized as follows: Section two illustrates an overview of the similar work, highlighting the methodology and the results found. Section three presents the proposed technique for automatic and interactive query expansion. Section four describes the experiments themselves, and section five summarizes the conclusions.

RELATED WORK

The existing work on Arabic WordNet can be classified mainly into two classes: AWN development and/or enrichment and AWN exploitation.

In this paper, we considered the researches which exploit AWN in the field of information retrieval. Other researches that aimed to the development and/or enrichment of the current AWN are not included. Despite the very little efforts that exploit AWN in: Text Categorization, Semantic Web Applications, Question/Answering, Lexical Semantic Annotation and Information Retrieval. This section presents and analyses the few numbers of studies that have used AWN in information retrieval.

Since summarization is needed the most in the process of searching for information on the web, Imam et al. (2013) introduced a query based single document Summarizer for Arabic text; by using AWN (to provide them with the synonyms of lexical words) and a knowledge base (represented by topic related concepts/keywords and the lexical relations among them). The user’s query is expanded once by using an AWN thesaurus and then by adding the domain specific knowledge base to the expansion. To test performance, Essex Arabic Summaries Corpus was used. Experiments have shown that using their extracted knowledge base enhance performance than using only AWN.
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